LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

SETTING THE STAGE
STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT
The Director Central Intelligence identified our national security environment as:
"dynamic and uncertain, replete with a host of ominous threats and challenges that have the potential to grow more deadly. To meet the challenges of this increasingly dangerous and complex world, our consumers are demanding more timely, accurate, and actionable information to inform their decisions and to take preventive measures, if necessary." 3 The
Intelligence Community continues to pursue better collection methods and interagency cooperation to allow rapid information transference for more timely and accurate assessments.
The Secretary of Defense outlined the strategic context of the threat in the 2001
Quadrennial Defense Review. The United States may not have an ability to predict its enemies in the future, or the location of its conflicts. This capabilities-based model focuses on the technologies and methods an adversary might use, as opposed to focusing on who our adversary is or where conflict may occur. Specifically, our leadership faces diminishing protection previously afforded by our geographic isolation. Increasing challenges emerge from territories of weak and failing states, affecting regional stability. Political and military power will become diffused to non-state actors, indicating a growing need for the United States to develop and sustain regional security agreements. 
MEASUREMENT AND SIGNATURE INTELLIGENCE (MASINT)
MASINT remains a very scientific and technically-based intelligence discipline providing unique knowledge to decision-makers by identifying specific weapons systems and capabilities.
MASINT analysis often reveals weapons research years in advance through unique signatures of chemical composition, biological by-products, material content at the molecular level and even unintentional radio frequency emanations. MASINT captures metric data that can be gleaned from directly measuring kinematics of an object, like the flight pattern of a ballistic missile. Furthermore, MASINT captures high-fidelity measurements so each target is uniquely identified much the same as each person has a unique fingerprint or DNA sequence.
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DEFINING MASINT
Based on Congressional records:
MASINT is technically derived [information] (excluding traditional imagery and signal intelligence) which when collected, processed and analyzed, results in intelligence that detects, tracks, identifies or describes the signatures (distinctive characteristics) of fixed or dynamic target sources. MASINT includes the advanced processing and exploitation of data derived from imagery intelligence (IMINT) and signals intelligence (SIGINT) collection sources. MASINT sensors include, but are not limited to, radar, optical, infrared, acoustic, nuclear, radiation detection, spectroradiometric, and seismic systems as well as gas, liquid, and solid sampling systems.
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The Federation of American Scientists specifies lasers and effluent debris collection as additional forms of MASINT.
provided MASINT products on Iraqi SCUD missiles to deployed forces within two to eight hours, resulting in narrowing the search area.
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As a national asset concerning missile, weapon proliferation, arms control and treaty monitoring, MASINT identifies and tracks nuclear, chemical, biological and advanced conventional weapon systems. MASINT allows target identification from a safe distance based on target features difficult to conceal, such as rocket plumes and biological or molecular composition. The detailed nature of these capabilities remains classified, but processing methods like multispectral thermal imaging provides valuable insights for identifying trace gaseous emissions, such as those produced by nuclear or chemical weapons whether in production, storage or employment. As seen in Figure 1 , MASINT process models characterize activities including surface temperatures, water quality, material composition and pollutants. 
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When discussing imagery, the average person thinks in terms of the visible light portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Old photographs in the family album represent this imagery model. In a MASINT context, light is defined in the broader sense beyond the visible spectrum to include ultraviolet, visible light, infrared, microwave, radar and radio, as shown in Figure 3 .
Spectral collection simply records electromagnetic radiation absorbed, reflected or transmitted to another layer of material by the target. Analysts then refine imagery-derived MASINT into multispectral, hyperspectral, ultraspectral, polarimetric and radar analyses. governments apply this process to determine healthy crop rotations, deforestation around the globe, archeology, urban analysis, and even differentiate between types of flora and fauna.
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V I S I B L E L I G H T U L T R A V I O L E T X -R A Y S G A M M A R A Y S I N F R A R E D M I C R O W A V E R A D A R R A D I O
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The military uses multispectral imagery to reveal marijuana crops cultivated under forested canopies because marijuana leaves reflect a different color of green than the surrounding vegetation.
Imagine extracting hundreds and thousands more levels of information from imagery than is possible with multispectral processing--that's the power of hyperspectral, ultraspectral and polarimetric capabilities. The refinement processes of hyperspectral, ultraspectral and polarimetric properties allow military operators to detect, classify, discriminate, characterize, identify, quantify and predict target information, as seen in Figure 3 . 34, 35 Complex MASINT analytic processes compare and contrast digital images taken over time-within seconds or minutes--to assess targets. For example, recall that spectral sensors measure target surfaces in the way they reflect light and emit energy. MASINT renders most modern concealment and camouflage methods obsolete. Based on a MASINT signature, commanders can distinguish a specific country's equipment on the battlefield from the others for discreet targeting. Even better, commanders could conceivably preclude fratricide by using MASINT to track friendly forces in the battlespace. In addition, radar systems can remotely measure the shape of an object like a tank, missile or warhead to help commanders determine specific models or types.
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Another form of MASINT comes from radar. Different from previously described forms of imagery, radar imagery is active. Radars produce their own form of electromagnetic energy.
They have specific characteristics making them ideal for MASINT. Radars operate day or night, not needing the sun to reflect energy off an object. Radar operates in all forms of weather; though 80 percent of the earth is cloud covered at any one time, clouds do not obscure radar views of the target. The frequency at which radar operates penetrates numerous materials or surfaces which would normally hide equipment or facilities. For example, most wooden sheds become transparent to radar. Radar must acquire images from angles to the target instead of imaging from directly overhead (called nadir). This means radars can look into buildings, sheds and tunnels. Radar provides phased history data-information stored over time like a digital movie camera. Most importantly, radar can be merged with other forms of data within the MASINT realm to produce usable and understandable products.
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Commanders require advanced processing techniques like phased history data, coherent change detection and multi-color multi-view analysis to build products that tell a clear, straightforward story. Phased history data provides three-dimensional radar images for battlefield manipulation. 38 Coherent change detection consists of overlaying two radar images to produce a picture of what changed between the two radar return images. These change images provide extremely useful intelligence by revealing information like traffic patterns, type of traffic and even terrain maps of critical areas where tunnels may be in use, like Afghanistan.
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Another form of comparative analysis lies in multi-color multi-view imaging.
Multi-color multi-view imagery may be combined with Army laser radar technologies to very accurately track and discriminate ballistic missile defense targets with three-dimensional imaging processes. This level of MASINT fusion rapidly provides high resolution uniform imagery. Sophisticated change detection analysis is synonymous with indications and warning by monitoring and developing trends. 
IMPORTANCE OF MASINT RECOGNIZED
Incorporating MASINT into Army transformation will not be easy. It requires forethought, intelligent preparation, and quality personnel who are dedicated and educated.
MASINT must be incorporated into the Army transition process. This need has been recognized at the highest echelons.
President Clinton recognized the significance of MASINT transition as it pertains to the Intelligence Community and the nation. Through several Presidential Decision Directives, he effectively shaped a coherent and unified plan of action using MASINT to counter the proliferation of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons capabilities.
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Congressional leaders readily recognize the need for transformation and the role for MASINT. In their published Overview of the Intelligence Community, Congress identified MASINT as one of the four primary intelligence disciplines, with a need to tailor products to meet the needs of individual users. 
Army Intelligence Transformation Campaign Plan
LTG Noonan recently published the Army Intelligence Transformation Campaign Plan emphasizing the overarching principle that dominant knowledge "provides the commander with decision and action advantages essential for mission success across the spectrum of conflict.
The transformed Army will depend on Army intelligence to provide the "KNOWLEDGE EDGE."
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He later identified dominant battlespace knowledge-knowledge Army intelligence elements provide the commander-as the single greatest enabler of the Objective Force.
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In the Objective Force era, Army intelligence consists of five core competencies: full dimensional protection of physical and cyber domains, unique collection to cover intelligence gaps, integration of intelligence and non-intelligence sensors, analysis to transform data into knowledge, and presenting knowledge in a format that imparts immediate understanding. Army battlespace dominance provides decision superiority through knowledge projection at the point of decision. These Centers would process complicated MASINT algorithms at the national level and push intelligence forward through Regional MASINT Centers to the forces at the point of action. 
Army MASINT Transformation Thrusts
As articulated in the Army Intelligence Transformation Campaign Plan, the "successful and relevant transformation of MASINT to support Objective Force Operations is predicated on a network centric concept in which "swarming sensors" will proliferate on the battlefield." 
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The fifth and final thrust focuses on training investment through the development of formal, institutionalized training for soldiers. The result of training is the achievement of an additional skill identifier to track and assign MASINT-trained personnel to MASINT-related assignments. This is a point of concern.
MASINT TRAINING
MASINT AS A DISCIPLINE
Given these significant thrusts, it is imperative to understand the significance of training for MASINT. The first third of this monograph provided insight into the complex MASINT 
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The Williams, the Army should integrate intelligence support of MASINT into training, then rotate warrant officers less frequently so they retain a continuity of operations.
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SENIOR LEADER CONCERNS
The two approaches to MASINT training and growth described above will not meet either 
Operational Reality For Training MASINT
Since INSCOM has operational responsibility for MASINT in the Army, INSCOM works closely with CMO to teach several MASINT courses in the classroom, on the web and through distance learning. 80 In conjunction with CMO, INSCOM develops courses for basic and intermediate training on acoustic, infrared, seismic, laser and spectral MASINT operations, to name a few. As part of the transformation process, they will co-develop two ten-week courses as the Army's MASINT sponsor. As the sponsor, INSCOM will manage any approved MASINT additional skill identifier, which continues to reinforce training along segregated intelligence discipline stovepipes .
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To meet emerging intelligence mission needs, intelligence unit commanders in the field often assume responsibility for training MASINT analysis and techniques associated with separate intelligence disciplines. For example, human intelligence personnel may obtain training on biometrics, signals intelligence soldiers receive training in radio frequency discernment, or imagery intelligence analysts learn about coherent change detection or phased history analysis. 82 These commanders expend operational funds to hire contract training teams because a formal system for Army MASINT training does not exist. 
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Learning Process
Psychologists contend learning is an active, constructive process that is contextual where knowledge is acquired in relationship to other knowledge, and information becomes meaningful when it is presented in a usable framework. 85 Doctors Harrison and Branson, popular modern psychologists, went so far as to categorize five styles of thinking in their recognized book, The Art of Thinking. Several variations exist for the number and types of stages students transition as part of learning, but despite variations on a theme, students at the adult level generally learn through four distinct stages. include formal blocks of instruction on MASINT to educate our senior leaders. Third, CMO must serve as the clearing house for developing training materials and creating "for credit" courses. Imagery has always had the advantage over other intelligence disciplines since a picture is worth a thousand words. However, future national security concerns will not necessarily be susceptible to surveillance by electro-optical imagery. As Doctor Mark Lowenthal, Adjunct
Professor of International Relations and Public Affairs at Columbia University suggests,
MASINT will eventually gain the resources it needs because MASINT is extremely useful for acquiring intelligence on hard targets where imagery proves almost futile. In the long term, he believes imagery will lose ground to MASINT. 
